Settle yourself now into this space, becoming more
and more aware of the consciousness that you are
in this light body situation in this Station of Light.
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I am happy to open the Omega Portal again and
welcome you into this space - this space that we
have created together and a space we can draw
other people into - a space where we can release
the confines of the human vehicle and we allow our
consciousness to reside in our light body. This light
body then is easily integrated into the area known
as the receiving area of the Station of Light and this
is how we begin. This is the standard route for
beginning the sessions and it helps you to
disassociate from the Earth world and its constructs
and to associate with the higher plane of
dimensional existence easily accessible as you
focus within this receiving area of the Station.
Here you receive energy and information
appropriate for you, at this time. Even though words
will be coming through on certain matters, the
energy which you as an individual will receive will
be just what you are needing and you may interpret
the words into what is appropriate for you. It is very
interesting, because it allows your multidimensional self to draw around you the energy and
information.

“Welcome and greetings everybody. Orem
addressing you and in this state we always, firstly,
assess your energy levels. We do this because we
can discern what is needed to eliminate from you
areas that are of discomfort or of concern to you and
we also can receive the information which you bring
forth with you into this pattern of receptivity. Many
groups and stations analyse the activities and
information which is relayed by the ones, like you,
who are ready to come into these receiving stations
and to enable the examination of the information
and also, then, as part of the process in the
transmission to receive what is necessary for you as
an individual and for what is around you. Are you
prepared for this? Indeed, if you were not, you
would not be present receiving this transmission.
We are moving you around in this area so that we
can assemble you into the right configuration of
groups of Beings and in that way, we can discern
what is necessary for you within a certain group
energy field. You will still be receiving your
individual attention and information and you are
also receiving what is necessary for the greater
group around you.
Moving deeper into this level and state of
consciousness now, we are grouping you into the
chamber within the presence of the Council of Light.
The Council of Light has many members. There is
the core foundation group and there are other ones
who are called in at a specific energy frequency to
allow the dimensional information and shift to
become apparent, into this central area. You will
find that you are positioned in this communication
chamber in such a way that you are receiving the
flows of information encoded in the energy from
specific
coordinates
within
dimensional
unfoldments. Feel that you are enveloped in this.

It may be sensed as colours or information or
sounds. The overall assembly is within the embrace
of the energy field of the Council of Light.
We are able to discern some of the patterns
occurring on planet Earth at this time and what is
required. We are observing the pattern that has
been created to allow a certain reconfiguring in the
natural elemental structure around the planet. This
is what is being brought forth to attention here in this
assembly so that corrective energy can be flowed to
the particular individuals to make change. The
change will then restore balance to some of the
elemental conditions and can also initiate more
opportunities to engage a presentation of created
beneficial structures for the population to live in,
until such time as it may be necessary for upliftment
to another state of consciousness to exist in.
In your presence here, you could be perceiving
energy structures around you which will facilitate
ease of living for you and many others. If you are
able to discern these, then you are involved in the
group who are manifesting them in certain
placements around the planet, under the ground
and above the surface and some are being created
to exist in similar to an orbit around the planet, but
still within the atmosphere and gravitational pull of
the planet. There are multi levels existing for the
support of those ones who resonate with the right
energy pattern of dwellings or existing spaces.
Having presented this to you, now we are bringing
you all into a different state of consciousness in a
different space and you will be aware that you are
losing sense of time and what is around you
physically, as you move deeper into the
consciousness state which allows you to receive
sustenance and support for however length of time
is needed for you. During this period of cessation of
time and space, adjustments will be occurring
around the physical Earth time and space and within
it and you are experiencing this, so already you are
adapting to, as you receive, the flows of the higher
coding patterns.

In this state of suspension also, there can be
changes made to modify the condition of the health
of your energy system as it affects the body system.
Perceive what is happening, as you allow that to
occur for you.

As you become aware that you are more able to
participate in this evolutionary change and you
question what can I do now – then you will get the
information presented to you in the many different
ways in the systems in place around you.

Drawing that in back to you, we now withdraw you
from that suspension state of consciousness and
already you have awakened to become more aware
of the life pattern on this Station and the conformity
of each to the inner sense of communication, of
communion, of oneness, of being present within a
purposeful field of consciousness. Holding the
awareness of that state of consciousness gives the
opportunity of the introduction of patterns of order
into the greater environment around you. It occurs
naturally within your sensing as to what that is and
it will become part of your existence, of your role of
actively participating in this civilisation. Before any
outward change occurs, it is the change in this level
of consciousness which is necessary and this is why
we have presented you into this, in this
transmission. You are ready and prepared for this
and enabling it to be active, then you become
actively participating in your purpose which was
apparent to you before you entered into the Earth
plane. For some of you that will be before this
present lifeform and for some other people it will be
a multitude of existences, but it is the core essence
that is being re-presented to you for you to realise
and incorporate into your conscious state of
awareness.

We conclude this part of this transmission for you
now and we return you to the initial receiving area.
If is necessary for you to bring all of this into your
conscious awareness, bringing it back from that
deep state of support and suspension out of time,
out of all existence, and so it is that this is now back
within your light body consciousness state here.

Messages are passed from you to another and to
another and to another. It is part of being connected
into the matrix of energy supporting this planet and
the inhabitants of it and the surrounding
environment of the particular place of the planetary
system that you are in.
You will realise that as you open your heart and your
mind, even in this light existence, you envelop what
is presented to you in this central core essence of
Creation.

Thus, I am able to withdraw from you now
Orem out “

Thank you, Orem, this is Lani again and I am aware
that the many of us gathered here today are
surrounded by the Silver Light Beings that occur in
our presence from time to time, individually or within
the group, and there are many of them and they are
shepherded by the taller Golden Light Beings, as I
describe them, and they are giving forth directions
to these Silver Light Beings. They are being
instructed to assist the information network and to
move deep within the Earth pattern and to infiltrate
the layers of groups working within the constructs
within the Earth. Some of those groups of Beings
working from very scientific ways, are interrupting
the pattern of the energy coming forth from other
dimensions which is intended to uplift the
consciousness state on the planet. So, the Silver
Light Beings bring in order and wholeness, because
that is what they are and do and so their presence
is manifesting a different state and a different time
to eliminate interference. Just as it is with
individuals, they will come forth to some to help
stabilise or repair or to give instruction to the
physical form required to house the consciousness

at present – to ground the greater consciousness
field at present, in the present –
and we did present this to you to help you
understand the depth and the layer of support that
is given. Do not be caught up in feeling that there is
too much occurring to allow the proper change to
happen. When you visibly see the supporting
systems then you know that is being initiated and
that is what you link with.
That is all that is necessary at this time and the
vision of those Beings fades and I am aware of us
all gathered in this still space. It is time now to be
restored in every way, in the proper way, with all of
the energy and information you have received today
in this transmission, bringing it back through the
vehicle of your light body into your physical unit and
all layers of that - All of that energy matrix that you
are.
There is sufficient information and energy given in
this transmission to continue the process within you
each that began as part of our inner awakening –
well, its outer awakening really – just awakening and
reconnection and upliftment!
Now I am closing the Omega Portal on this
transmission and I want you to be fully aware of your
surroundings and fully back in the present time,
feeling the difference within you and around you.
Thank you, Orem, Silver Light Beings and the
Golden Light Beings and the Council and all the
many Beings involved in this session – I thank you
all.
Lani
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